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Executive Summary
This document provides an overview of the initial version of the FACTLOG project website.
This includes the structure of the website, as well as some screenshots as to show the
project visual image and how it’s used in the official FACTLOG webpage.
The work related to the website will continue throughout the project’s lifetime, with the
publishing of new content along the way. The website will follow-up the activities carried out
during the project implementation and will inform our target audience about the results
achieved.
The FACTLOG page is available in www.factlog.eu. It will also linked with the twitter page
of the project, which can be found using “@Factlog_EU”.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the first version of the project
website. It shows the structure of the website, and the looks for the initial version of the
FACTLOG Webpage, which is hosted in the www.factlog.eu domain.

1.2 Relation with other Deliverables
As this deliverable provides the FACTLOG website, it will be used as a dissemination and
communication tool, and as an outreaching tool for all the results of the project.

1.3 Structure of the Document
This document has a simple structure with a section for FACTLOG.eu and a section for
FACTLOG Website.
•
•

FACTLOG.eu – FACTLOG official home on the web.
FACTLOG website – section presenting the structure of the FACTLOG website and
examples of the pages.
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2 FACTLOG.eu
The FACTLOG project website is available online and can be found using the following link:

www.factlog.eu
2.1 FACTLOG.eu placeholder
This version of the project website is being officially launched in the end of M3 of the project,
and it will be continuously updated. However, the FACTLOG.eu domain was purchased
during the first month (M1) of the project, and while the consortium was working on the
current version of the website, a placeholder was published in www.factlog.eu, so that
FACTLOG had a virtual presence in the online world.
This placeholder can be seen in figure below, where you can see that the idea was that our
visitors could understand that the factlog.eu was in fact FACTLOG official home, but that
the official website was being “manufactured”.

Figure 1 - FACTLOG - Placeholder
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3 FACTLOG Website
The project website was created in order to provide external stakeholder with information
related to FACTLOG project, results and also providing the capability of externals to contact
the consortium.

Figure 2 - FACTLOG Website mind-map

Figure 2 provides a mind-map with the structure of the portal that includes a Homepage, a
Pilots section, an About section, News & Events and a Contact Us section. These pages
can be accessed through the main menu:
•
•
•
•
•

Homepage – Entry page of the FACTLOG website. Provides an overview of the
website content;
Pilots – Provides all the necessary information about each Pilot;
About – The project context;
News & Future Events – A dedicated page for news and events related to the
project;
Contact Us – Area that allows the users to contact the consortium.

3.1 Homepage
The FACTLOG Homepage can be seen as an interactive page. This page, Figure 3, allows
easy access to other pages, while providing information regarding the project’s activities,
namely:
•
•

What We do: Overview of the project’s idea and objectives
Pilots – Overview of the Project pilots. The “Read More” allows access to the pages
dedicated to each Pilot;
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•
•

News & Future Events – overview of the news related to FACTLOG (direct
connection to the project’s Twitter account), and list of the future events being
targeted by the project.
Our Partners – Consortium partners

Figure 3 - FACTLOG Home page
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3.2 Pilots
The Pilots section is dedicated to the pilots of the FACTLOG project. In the main page,
depicted in Figure 4, it’s possible to find a reference to each of the pilots. Through each
image it is possible to access the page dedicated to the respective pilot. However, the user
has direct access the pilot’s page, via the main menu.

Figure 4 - FACTLOG Pilots page

The following sub-sections provide a screenshot of each of the FACTLOG pilots.
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3.2.1 Waste-to-fuel Transformer Plants

Figure 5 - Pilot Waste-to-fuel Transformer Plants
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3.2.2 Oil Refineries

Figure 6 - Pilot Oil Refineries
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3.2.3 Textile Industry

Figure 7 - Pilot Textile Industry
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3.2.4 Automotive Manufacturer

Figure 8 - Pilot Automotive Manufacturer
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3.2.5 Steel Manufacturer

Figure 9 - Pilot Steel Manufacturer
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3.3 About page
The section About, depicted in Figure 10, provides the FACTLOG context. This section, is
divided in different sub-sections, mainly:
•
•
•
•

Governance – The project’s structure;
Deliverables – The project’s documentation;
Partners – Partners information;
What we do – Detailed information about FACTLOG project: the context, the aims
and the objectives.

Figure 10 - FACTLOG About page
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3.3.1 Governance

Figure 11 - About - Governance
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3.3.2 Deliverables

Figure 12 - About - Deliverables
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3.3.3 Partners

Figure 13 - About - Partners
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3.3.4 What we do

Figure 14 – About - What we do
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3.4 News & Events page
In the section News & Events, illustrated in Figure 15, the user can follow the FACTLOG
updates about the project. This page is divided in News, and Future Events.

Figure 15 - FACTLOG News & Events page
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3.5 Contact Us page
The FACTLOG webpage purpose is to share information and knowledge about areas related
to the project. This page allows any person with interest to contact the consortium with
questions about FACTLOG or get involved in FACTLOG activities.

Figure 16 - FACTLOG Contact Us page
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